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Abstract
We developed a patent retrieval system with the corresponding very large number of patents from NTCIR6 Patent Retrieval Task. And we developed a method of
refining and emphasizing query. Our retrieval system
consisting of four PCs could make indices of all claims
in specifications for ten years. Then we confirmed that
the query emphasis was better mean average precision
than merely query expansion. And we had tried to reduce the number of results with the belief assessment.
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make certain how a query expansion works for an invalidity patent search.
The rest of the article is divided into three sections.
In section 2, we describe an architecture of our retrieval model. In section 3, we describe results of formal runs. In section 4, we discuss about results and
future works.

2 System Description
In this section we describe the architecture of our
retrieval model for all the claims of the Japanese
patent. Also the system architecture and the model for
the Japanese Retrieval Subtask is explained.

1 Introduction

2.1 Overview

Our purposes to participate in the NTCIR-6 Patent
Retrieval Task [5] are as follows.

The search system based on the Vector Space
Model using an inverted file-based system is developed [1, 13, 6]. It is different from others that the system employs a passage retrieval system in order to a
patent retrieval system.

• Research and develop an effectiveness of an application of a query extraction method for “invalidity search”.
• Research and develop an effectiveness of an application of a query emphasis method for “invalidity search”.
• Research and develop an effectiveness of an application of query expansion method for “invalidity search”.
A background of the first purpose is that terms are
extracted from a claim automatically, because it is high
cost to make a query from a claim manually for an invalidity patent search. However there was not a better
precision in an experimental confirmation [10].
The second purpose is that a query is weighted by
using extracted terms automatically for an invalidity
patent search. To confirm that extracted terms can really enhance a precision for an invalidity patent search,
this article compares a precision of a query extraction
and a query emphasis.
The third purpose is that a query is expanded by
using related terms from a whole claims. We should

2.2 Passage Retrieval System
Due to our system uses a passage retrieval system,
we must solve a problem of spatial scalability depend
on the number of documents. Our system already had
solved in NTCIR-5 by distributing inverted files [10].
The patent retrieval system needs a score of a patent
instead of a claim. For this purpose the system selects
related claims and calculates a score of a patent containing related claims. There are several methods of
selecting and calculating scores: a total score of claims
in a patent, an average score of claims in a patent, and
a first level score of claims in a patent. Here, the system uses only the first level score in a patent, based on
the past experience [4]. We assume that claims are the
same as sub-documents.

2.3 Retrieval Model
The retrieval model is designed based on the Vector
Space Model. And the calculating formula of a score is
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Figure 2. Query emphasis using query
extraction.

Figure 1. Features of a SVM for query extraction.

based on a simple calculation of T F · IDF weighting
as follows,
N
)
ST = (1 + log(T F )) · log(
DF

(1)

where ST is the score of a term t, T F is the term frequency, N is the number of documents, and DF is the
document frequency. To set the limits, LT F is used instead of log(T F ), when log(T F ) is greater than LT F .
And LDF is used instead of log(DF ), when log(DF )
is greater than LDF . Where each constant number is
declared as follows: LT F = 7 and LDF = 15.
There are three differences from an original T F ·
IDF calculating formula.
• Using a logarithm of the term frequency

2.4 Query Extraction
It is the high cost to make a query from a claim
manually for the invalidity patent search. In this instance, a query is made from a claim automatically
by using a Support Vector Machine (SVM) [11, 7] to
choose terms from a claim as a relevant query. For
machine learning, LIBSVM [2] is used as a library for
SVMs.
The training data of 40 queries are prepared in cooperation with the patent administrator in JustSystems
Corporation. The features for a SVM are the surface
and the part of speech as follows.
• The word of current (Current Word)
• The word of previous (Pre Word)
• The word of next (Post Word)

• Limiting the logarithmic term frequency

• The self-sufficient word of previous (Pre Self
Word)

• Limiting the logarithmic document frequency

• The self-sufficient word of next (Post Self Word)

The first difference is based on our pilot study,
which shows an adverse effect from a greater values
of T F on a T F · IDF calculation. The second difference is a solution of eliminating high frequency terms.
And the third difference is a solution of eliminating
counts of document which are occurred the term.
The feature of the Vector Space Model contains
terms of noun, verb and unknown word as part of
speech from all claims by using a tool of a morphological analyzer.1
The term weighting is also important. Therefore
the query extraction, the query emphasis and the query
expansion are used as the term weighting.
1 The tool of a morphological analyzer using the Hidden Markov
Model and the bigram.

And, Figure 1 shows an example of features. Here,
“self-sufficient word” is subequal to “content word” in
English.

2.5 Query Emphasis
The query extraction reduces the terms in the query,
and decreases the information content for the information retrieval. However the query emphasis weights
the relevant terms in the query, and can expect not to
decrease the information content.
In order to emphasize the relevant terms, the query
processing appends the relevant terms to the originally
parsed terms as shown in Figure 2. This figure shows
parsed terms, extracted terms, and a emphasizing process.
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Figure 4. Query expansion using expanded terms.
Figure 3. Expanded terms using the cooccurrence in claims.

2.6 Query Expansion
For the query expansion, a degree of association between a term A and B, is given various ways in earlier
studies [3]. Terms are thinned out on the basis of IDF
(> 0.00001), that means an occurrence rate is no less
than 5% in the number of patents.
For the sake of simplicity, The following equation
is a simply similarity using a conditional probability:
P (A|B) =

P (A ∩ B)
DFA∩B
=
P (B)
DFB

(2)

where P (A|B) is a conditional probability of a term
A, given a occurrence of a term B in a same claim, and
DFA∩B is a document frequency as a co-occurrence
between A and B, DFB is a document frequency as a
occurrence B. Hence the probability of A given B, is
that the number of the co-occurrence between A and
B divided by the number of the occurrence B.
Figure 3 shows a part of expanded terms, and, Figure 4 shows an example of the query expansion. In
the query expansion, expanded terms are reduced by a
lower limit of the probability P (A|B) (≥ 0.1) and a
upper limit of the number of terms (≤ 5).

2.7 Belief Assessment
To reduce the number of results while keeping the
precision, A way of the belief assessment in the postprocessing is proposed. First, we make two hypotheses. A result including correct invalidity patents which
has a characteristic distribution of T F · IDF score.
And we also assume a generalized linear model depend on the score of the first retrieved patent. fi is a
criterion function,
xi
fi =
− t, i ∈ [0, N ), x0 = 0
(3)
x0

where xi denotes a T F · IDF score at i-th in the order
of the T F · IDF score, and t is a threshold. If x0 is0,
fi isalso0. (i.e. no retrieved results for a topic, no need
to reduce the results.)

>0
if i-th patent has possible
fi =
≤0
otherwise
The above equation means that the i-th retrieved
patent might be an invalidity patent when fi is greater
than 0. Ten topics in the Japanese Retrieval Subtask
were picked beforehand at random to define the threshold t. Thereby we assume the threshold t is at least 0.5
for our system, to include correct invalidity patents in
a retrieved result.

3 Results
In this section, the results of the NTCIR-6 Patent
Retrieval Task are shown. Then, this article shows
some results of the Japanese Retrieval Subtask and the
English Retrieval Subtask.
And now, the runs for the English Retrieval Subtask are almost the same conditions as the Japanese
Retrieval Subtask, because of the shortness of time of
tuning. Also, any run for the English Retrieval Subtask
don’t use the query extraction, the query emphasis, and
the query expansion.

A
B
C
D

Table 1. Specification of PCs
CPU [GHz] Ram [GB]
OS
Celeron 2.4
2
WinXP Pro SP2
Celeron 2.4
1
FedoraCore4
Celeron 2.4
1
FedoraCore4
Celeron 2.2
1
FedoraCore4

∗The system is written in Java (JDK1.4).
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Table 2. Differences of each run (1)
Run ID Query Processing and Post-processing
JSPAT1 All terms of query
JSPAT2 Expansion of query
JSPAT3 Extraction using SVM
JSPAT4 Emphasis using SVM
JSPAT5 All terms of query, reduced results
JSPAT6 Expansion of query, reduced results
JSPAT7 Extraction using SVM, reduced results
JSPAT8 Emphasis using SVM, reduced results

Table 3. Results of each run (1)
Run ID ALLA NTC4A NTC5A NTC6A
JSPAT1
4.79
5.02
6.62
3.73
JSPAT2
4.81
4.92
6.63
3.75
JSPAT3
4.36
8.32
6.36
3.25
JSPAT4
4.89
6.56
6.96
3.78
JSPAT5
4.76
4.23
6.59
3.71
JSPAT6
4.78
4.16
6.60
3.73
JSPAT7
4.34
8.22
6.35
3.23
JSPAT8
4.87
5.71
6.95
3.76

∗JSPAT1˜4 are without the post-processing of reducing results. And JSPAT5˜8 are with the post-processing of reducing results.

∗ALLA contains all of topics, NTC4A is topics at the
NTCIR-4, NTC5A is topics at the NTCIR-5, and NTC6A
is topics at the NTCIR-6.

3.1 Japanese Retrieval Subtask

3.2 English Retrieval Subtask

Table 1 shows a specification of these PCs for the
Japanese Retrieval Subtask. Also supplementary information is that each network-linked PC connect on
gigabit Ethernet over TCP/IP. The system retrieved
the candidates of invalidity patents for 3,257 topics in
about 20 hours. Hence the average retrieving time was
about 22 seconds per a topic.
And, Table 2 shows the differences of eight runs
that the JSPAT team submitted. The results from JSPAT1 to JSPAT4 are without the post-processing. The
results from JSPAT5 to JSPAT8 are with the postprocessing of reducing results. Each result has their
own characteristics of the query processing strategy
and the post-processing.
On that basis, Table 3 shows mean average precisions (MAPs) of all runs. The raw means respectively,
ALLA is a MAP for all of topics, NTC4A is a MAP
for 34 topics at the NTCIR-4, NTC5A is a MAP for
1189 topics at the NTCIR-5, and NTC6A is a MAP
for 1685 topics at the NTCIR-6. According to results,
the result of JSPAT4 was relatively better than other
runs from JSPAT1 to JSPAT4 (Group A), and the result of JSPAT8 was relatively better than other runs
from JSPAT5 to JSPAT8 (Group B).
To simply look at the result, The query emphasis is
more useful than other query processing strategies for
an invalidity patent search. The query emphasis using
extracted terms leads to a positive outcome. However
the query extraction really enhanced the precision of
NTC4A only.
Otherwise the reduced results were verified by comparing the precisions of two groups (Group A and
B). As a result, the precisions of two groups were
pretty close, in spite of Group B reduced the considerable number of retrieved patents. In case that JSPAT1
and JSPAT5, the number of results is down by 17.8%
(3,253,327 → 2,675,384).

The specification is the same the for English Retrieval Subtask shown in Table 1. The system retrieved
the candidates of invalidity patents for 2,221 topics in
about 9.5 hours. Hence the average retrieving time was
about 15.4 seconds per a topic.
And Table 4 shows the differences of four runs that
the JSPAT team submitted. The results of JSPAT1 and
JSPAT2 are without the post-processing. The results
of JSPAT3 and JSPAT4 are with the post-processing
of reducing results. Each result has their own characteristics post-processing. And JSPAT2 and JSPAT4
use the application date, i.e. APP-DATE, in order to
reduce published patents before the application date.
Although, Table 5 shows that all MAP results were
not good. In all probability, a reason of low precisions
is attributed mainly to the tuning of parameters and the
nonuse of stop words.

3.3 Effectiveness of Belief Assessment
The result shows an effectiveness of the belief assessment method in the Japanese Retrieval Subtask
and the English Retrieval Subtask. The method just
slightly declined about a macro average of declining
rate of a MAP. (e.g. The Japanese Retrieval Subtask
is 0.032, the English Retrieval Subtask is 0.079, and a
total is 0.041.)
The method reduced the number of retrieved results
17.8% in the Japanese Retrieval Subtask and 0.02%
in the English Retrieval Subtask. And the number
of retrieved results in English Retrieval Subtask could
barely reduced. The reason simply comes from the
fact that the threshold of the belief assessment method
was the same as the Japanese Retrieval Subtask, Hence
these results should be excepted from consideration regarding the belief assessment method.
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Table 4. Differences of each run (2)
Run ID Query Processing and Post-processing
JSPAT1 CLAIM(All terms of query)
JSPAT2 CLAIM & APP-DATE
JSPAT3 CLAIM, reduced results
JSPAT4 CLAIM & APP-DATE, reduced results

Table 5. Results of each run (2)
Run ID MAPa
JSPAT1
1.27
JSPAT2
1.26
JSPAT3
1.23
JSPAT4
1.22

∗JSPAT1 and JSPAT2 are without the post-processing of
reducing results. JSPAT3 and JSPAT4 are with the postprocessing of reducing results. CLAIM means the run uses
all terms of the CLAIM tag in a query, and APP-DATE
means the runs use the APP-DATE tag about the application
date in a query.

∗The best score of MAP in English Retrieval Subtask is 4.17
by AFLAB2, and average score of MAP in English Retrieval
Subtask is 2.59. Hence, the results from JSPAT1 to JSPAT4
are really bad results.

4 Conclusions
The results of three query processing methods are
evaluated and showed some effects in the Japanese Retrieval Subtask. Concretely, the query emphasis using
extracted terms slightly enhanced the precision. But in
the case of NTC4A , the query extraction using a SVM
was the best. It caused that the training data included
most claims in NTC4A , and there might be a trend difference between the topics.
The belief assessment really reduced the number of
retrieved results (17.8%) without a significant decline
of the precision. Hence the belief assessment probably provided a user with comfort. The result remains
an issue about the distribution of the correct invalidity
patents in retrieved results.
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